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an a iS on t e oon
Armstrong and Aldrin 
Stroll, Pick up Rocks 
l:"rmn \\ltt Dtspah-bes 
Houston - Man came to the 
Moon and walked its dead sur­
face Sunday, July 20, 1969 at 
10:56:20 p.m. 
Two men, wearing American 
flags sewn to their left should­
ers, landed on the Sea of Tran­
quillity at 4: 18 p.m. EDT. yes­
terday. One of them, Neil A. 
Armstrong, 38, of Wapakoneta, 
Ohio, was the first to set foot 
on its alien soil wanning in the 
lunar sunrise. 
His first words at that mo­
ment were, "That's one small 
step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind ... The surface is fine 
and powdered, like powdered 
charcoal to the soles of my boot 
. . . I can see my footprints of 
my boot in the fine particles." 
Edwin E. Aldrin joined Anns­
strong on the lunar surface at 
11:16 p.m. 
Armstrong stepped first onto 
one of the four saucer-like foot­
pads of his spacecraft. 
Then the Moon. 
He was in the bitter cold of 
lunar shadows as the camera 
caught sight of his left foot, 
size 9½, pressing into the lunar 
soil. 
Armstrong said the space­
craft's footpags had pressed 
only an inch or two into the 
dusty soil. His foot sank only a 
"small fraction - about an 
eighth of an inch" into it, he 
said. 
His first steps were cautious 
in the one-sixth gravity of the 
Moon. 
"There seems to be no diffi-
ure, shadowy, mostly a sil­
houette, but it was remarkably 
clear. 
"Looking up at the L E M,
I'm standing directly in t h e 
shadow now Joking up at Buzz 
(Aldrin) in the windows. I can 
see everything quite clearly,'' 
Armstrong said at 11:01 p.m. 
At 11: 06 p.m. EDT, he 
reached down with a sample
collector that looked like a 
butterfly net. He said as he 
tried to scoop up two pounds of 
sail, the surface appeared hard 
and very cohesive. 
·•rt has a stark beauty all of 
its own. It's much like the 
desert of the United States. It's 
different but it's very pretty out 
here," Armstrong said. 
He said some rocks had vesi­
cules in the surface. That might 
indicate bubbles from volcanic
action.
T e I e v i s i o n showed Arm­
strong's arms working at some­
thing on the front of his space­
suit. He apparently was un­
packing a camera. He turned,
taking pictures. 
"Ready for me to come n~t,"
Aldrin asked at 11: 10 p. m. 
Stand by just a second,'' Arm­
strong replied. 
"Ok, you saw what diffi,..ul­
ties I was having," Armstrong
told Aldrin as he guided him 
out of the ship's hatchway. 
Armstrong stood at the foot 
of the ship's ladder as Aldrin 
began his climb down. 
"You're right at the edge of 
the porch,'' Armstrong told 
Aldrin . 
Although Armstrong's foot ap­
peared to hit the surface at 
10:56:31, the space agency gave 
10: 56: 20 as the unofficial time 
of his first footstep on the moon. 
Armstrong was not visible to 
the third Apollo 11 astronaut, 
Air Force Lt. Col. Michael Col­
lins locked in a lonely patrolling 
orbit in the command ship Co­
lumbia, 69 miles above them. 
"It has a stark beauty all its 
own." Armstrong said. "It's dif• 
ferent. But it's very pretty out 
here.'' 
'Magnificent desolation," said 
Aldrin. 
"Hey, Neil, didn't I say we'd 
see some purple rocks," Aldrin 
said a few minutes later. 
"Find a purple rock?" Arm• 
!:trong :...sked. 
"Yep,'' Aldrin replied. 
He said some rocks were 
sparkly. 
fa.ldrin said he thought one rock 
was biotite, which is a silicate
:.ilt1minum and potassium. It is
m,1clP of magnesium, i,on.
usuall.y brown on Earth.
They had been impatient to
be out - to complete man's an•
tif>nt dream. They asked, and
re~~hed permission, to make:
their walk early. 
Eagle - their lunar Iand;ng
module - landed on the m,1011 
af'! Cnlins - in the mother ship 
at 4: IS p. m. EDT while Mich­
that brought them - cont:nued 
to girdle the Moon awaiting 
their reunion 22 hours later.
As Eagle neared the surface, 
its computerized automatic pilot 
sent the fragile ship toward a
ne&t of rocks and boulders in the 
projected landing site in the 
Moon's Sea of Tranquility. 
Armstrong took control of his 
ship, steered it clear of certain
disaster and put it down four
miles beyond the original land­
ing point. 
"The auto targeting was tak­
ing us right into a football field 
sized crater with a large number 
of big boulders and rocks," Arm­
strong said. "And it required us 
to fly manually over the rock
field to find a reasonably good 
area."
They landed just north of the 
Moon's equator. In the original 
(Continued on Page 10)
Neil Armstrong 
... Steps into history 
culty in moving around," he said 
as he tested man's equilibrium 
on the surface of the other world 
for the first time. 
The camera that televised the 
historic moment to Earth was 
mounted inside an equipment 
bay that Armstrong opened as 
he climbed down the nine rung 
ladder. 
"The descent engine did not 
leave a crater of any size. 
"We're on a very level place 
here," Armstrong said. 
The first television view mii· 
lion on Earth saw was Arm­
strong's foot descending slowly. 
Then there was his full fig-
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At Touchdown
Wapak ~Tranquil', Too 
-Luna 15 
Dips Low 
JODRELL BANK, England (UPI) - Rus~ia's 
Luna 15 satellite yesterday dropped into a !l.9· 
mile-high Moon orbit that carried it above the 
landing site for America's Apollo 11 astronauts, 
the Jodrell Bank Observatory reported. 
Although the new orbit was announced by the 
Soviet Union as well as being tracked here, there 
was still no clue to the exact mission of the So­
viet satellite. 
"We don't know whether it is still going to 
land, or explore the near-Moon space which could 
include a close reconnaissance of the American 
landing site," said Sir Bernard Lovell, director 
of the observatory. 
Lovell said the 40th orbit of Luna 15 was carry­
ing the satellite over the Moon's Sea of Tran­
quillity at the same time astronauts Neil A. Arm­
strong and Edwin E. Aldrin were making a land~ 
ing approach in their lunar module "Eagle." 
The Soviet news agency Tass announced the 
new orbit level yesterday in a brief dispatch, 
which described Luna 15's mission only as "scien­
tific exploration." Tass said the new ellipttcal 
orbit ranged from 9.9 miles to 68.2 miles above 
the Moon's surface. 
There remained a possibility it could still be 
brought to a landing on the Moon. But time was 
running out on the Russian chances of getting 
the first load of lunar dust back to Earth ahead 
of the Americans-if that was what Luna 15's 
goal was. 
The orbital change, second in two days, tight• 
ened the Russian probe's path around the Moon, 
reduced the time of its orbit to one hour 54 min­
utes and brought it "very much closer to the 
lunar surface-and very much closer to where 
the Apollo astronauts will be landing," a Jodre!t 
Eank spokesman said. 
The astronauts' landing spot was in the Sea of 
Tranquillity, near the lunar equator. With the 
orbital switch, which came on its 39th circuit. 
Luna 15 too was ranging closer to the equator. 
"But that's about all we can say right now," 
the spokesman added. 
However, he said that even on its new path 
there was "hardly any chance" that Luna 15 
would collide either with the U.S. "Eagle" lunar 
landing vessel or the mother ship, "Columbia." 
By Char I es W. Babcock and 
William Worth 
WAPAKONETA - This town 
was a sea of tranquility yester­
day at the moment its own Neil 
A. Armstrong established Tran­
quility base on the Moon, his­
tory's first manned extra-ter­
restial landing. 
Most t o w n s p e o p I e here 
watched on television in their 
homes as Armstrong and Edwin 
E. Aldrin Jr. dusted down onto 
the Sea of Tranquility and re­
p o rt e d calmly: "Tranquility 
Base here: Eagle has landed." 
The main street of this small 
town-Auglaize Street, n a m e d 
after the county-was nearly de­
serted as the astronauts piloted 
their Eagle onto the soundless 
void of the Moon's surface. 
The scene in the normally 
quiet residential section where 
Armstrong's parents Jive con­
trasted to Auglaize Street where 
120 n e w s m e n and sightseers 
milled about the front lawn. 
They applauded when Mr. and 
Mrs. S t e p h e n Armstrong ap­
peared 35 minutes after the land­
ing for a press conference, kept 
brief so they would not miss 
more than a few reports of their 
son from the Moon to Houston. 
"T h a n k God" were Arm• 
strong's first words after his son
landed on the Moon.
"Praise God from whom all
blessings flow," said Mrs. Arm• 
strong.
She said they were "hoping 
and praying" as the lunar mod­
ule, Eagle, made its descent.
Armstrong said they had main­
tained their faith in the Apollo 11
m i s s i o n would be a success
throughout the period of descent
to the Moon's surface. 
"Everybody just keep praying 
so we can get them off the Moon 
and safely back to Earth,'' Mrs. 
~,.mstrong asked. 
On Auglaize Street, only one
store was open-Bartlett's Inte• 
riors, a floor covering and appli­
ance store. Owner Richard Bar• 
tlett explained that the store is 
going out of business today and 
had to remain open yesterday to
finish a sale.
He confessed somewhat rue­
fully, "Business has really been 
slow today, but we kind of fig•
ured on that."
Bartlett suggested one of the
reasons Wapakonetans were so
quiet yesterday is that they are
"a little afraid something will
happen."
He added: "I was in Meinerd•
ing's (a local bar) the other day, 
and a guy wanted to take bets 
wouldn't make it. They threw 
him out." 
+ + + 
At Rhine and Brading Phar­
macy, Richard Brading, who 
once employed Armstrong as a
stock boy, watched a portable
television set propped up on a 
back counter, surrounded by bot­
tles of medicines. 
Although the store was closed 
for the day, Brading and his son, 
Charles, who is chairman of a 
homecoming c o m m i t t e e for 
Armstrong, met there with news• 
men for interviews and photo­
graphs. 
Richard Brading, smoking cig­
arettes nervously, said as the 
Eagle made its agonizingly slow 
descent, "this is absolutely so 
damned fantastic you can't be­
lieve it." 
Someone rattled the door of 
the drugstore, trying to get in 
and Charles Brading said: "It's 
only a cash c u s to m er, don't 
worry about it." 
As Armstrong reported t h e 
Eagle had touched down, Ri• 
chard Brading said in an awed 
tone: "I'll be damned." 
He said if he had known that 
Armstrong was to be the first 
man on the Moon, he (Brading) 
would have kept a diary of 
Armstrong's days at the phar­
macy-all of 1946 and part of
1947. "We could have sold the 
thing," he joked. 
A I m o s t everyone remarked 
about the number of out-of-town 
automobiles that were cruising 
through Wapak yesterday. The 
local police reported that traffic 
was much heavier than usual, 
although moving well. 
+ + + 
The guest register at the St.
Paul United Church of Christ­
where a prayer vigil was being 
held-showed 28 names dated
from June 18 through yesterday 
afternoon. 
That was in marked contrast 
to the 14 who had visited the 
church since Sept. 3, 1966, until 
June 18. 
There were signatures on the 
register of persons who live as 
far away as San Diego, Calif., 
and Dearborn, Mich. And Mar­
gie A. Connell signed her ad­
d res s as "Wapakoneta, The
Good Earth." 
❖ ❖ ❖
After the touchdown on the 
Moon, the s t r e e t s became 
slightly more populated, mostly 
with youngsters who had other 
things to do besides listen to
t e c h n i c a l data coming from 
Armstrong and Aldrin. 
One youngster, Randy Wag­
ner, 9, said he and his brother 
Rusty, 3, had watched the land­
ing, but wanted to go to. the 
variety store to get a balloon. He 
(Conti1,11ed 0,1 Pa,ge 6) 
Sen. Edward Kennedy 







A c o mp I a i n t is being filed, 
charging Sen. Edward M. Ken­
nedy with leaving the scene of 
an auto accident in which he 
was slightly i n j u r e d and a
woman companion killed, police
said yesterday. 
The victim, Mary Jo Kopechne, 
28, of Washington, a former ser­
retary to the late Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, D-N.Y., was riding in 
a car that went off a narrow 
bridge into a pond un Chappa­
quiddick Island. 
Kennedy, who was driving, sus­
tained what a physician said was 
a mild concussion. The accident 
happened between 11 p.m. Fri­
day and l a.m. Saturday, but 
went unreported until 10 a.m. 
Saturday. 
"I am firmly convinced that 
t h e r e was no negligence in• 
volved," Police Chief Dominic J. 
Arena told newsmen yesterday. 
"But the matter of the time 
period after the accident-there 
1s, in my opinion, a violation 
concerning going from the scene, 
leaving the scene." 
Arena said notice of the com­
plaint had been sent by regis­
tered mail to Kennedy, but be­
cause t o d a y 's mail deliveries 
have been suspended in observ­
ance of the Apollo 11 mission, 
the earliest Kennedy could re­
ceive the notice would be tomor­
row. 
ONCE THE NOTICE is deliv­
ered, Arena ~aid, Kennedy will 
have 24 hours in which to re­
quest a hearing. If no such 
request is forthcoming, Arena 
said, a summons will be issued 
automatically. Under Massachu­
setts Jaw, persons convicted of 
leaving the scene of an accident 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Pope Hails Astroria,u,ts 
.£4s Moon Con,querers 
CASTEL GANDOLFO, llaly w·th your living presence, thE' 
(AP) - Pope Paul VI hailed thP voice cf the spint, a hyn:in to 
-Apollo II astronauts yesterday God, our creator and our father. 
as ennquers of the Moon ?'ld "We are close to you, with 
said man looks forward to ''thP our f:,0Od wishes and with our 
expanse of endless space anJ a prayers. Together with th e 
new de~tiny." 1 whole Catholic Church, Pope 
The 71-year-old pontiff de-1Paul VI salutes you." 
clared: The Pope followed the descent 
''Honor, greetings and bless- to the Moon hour by hour, si>v­
ings to you, conquerors of the era! times looking througlt the 
moon, pale lamp of our nights powertul telescope in the Va­
and our dreams! Bring to her, tican Observatory there. 
.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ....;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.__~ ..;;,;..;..;..;._, 
yesterday with a piece of com-
munion bread he used there to 
symoblize fellowship with his 
home church on Earth. 
The safety of Apollo 11 crew-
men and the success of the mis­
sion were included in prayers 
of a I I space center churches 
yesterday. 
"Pray for Neil, Mike and 
Buzz.'' said Rev. M. D e a n 
Woodruff, minister of the Web­
ster Presbyterian Church where 
Aldrin is an elder. Mrs. Aldrin 
and their three children listened 
to the sermon from a pew near the front. 
When Rev. Woodruff brought 1 
out the bread for communion, 
a portion had been b r o k e n 
away. The minister explained 
that Aldrin took a portion of the 
loaf with him on the Moon trip 
and that after the Moon landing 
Aldrin symbolically joined the 
other parishioners in c o m-
munion during one of his rest 
periods. 
"This was Aldrin's idea," 
Woodruff said. 
Members of St. Paul's Cath­
olic Church, where Mrs. Mi- 1 
chael Collins and both her chil­
dren attended mass, offered a 
pecial prayer for "a safe land­
ng and ascent from the Moon." , 
At the beginning of the mid- 1 
orning service it w a s an-
. ..,1
.. ., ¼if 
_,'if{J -~,- , 
Pope Paul VI 
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The human inside story 
of America's effort ... 
~~ FOOTPRINTS 
ON THE MOON" 
= 
Availahle as a public service 
from the Journal Herald 
• 100 full color illustrations 
• 224 pages ••. 70,000 words 
• A book you'll enjoy now and as a family keepsake ••• 
• Excellent for gifts 
• Edited and produced by the world's largest news 
organization, the Associated Press. 
Never again will there be a first landing on the Moon. 
And never again will there be such a volume as this. 
Written by John Barbour, an outstanding journalist who 
has been helping cover the thrust into space from the start, its 
70,000-word text includes much new material and is comple­
mented by more than a hundred of the most dramatic color 
pictures ever taken. 
To make sure that you get your copy of a first edition that 
doubtless will become a collector's item, you should make your 
reservation now. 
You and your children and your children's children will find 
it a volume to treasure. 
Reserve your copy now for delivery soon after the astronauts 
return-send the coupon and $5.00 per copy. 
Aldrin Takes Symbolic Communion on Moon 
S P A C E CENTER, Houston nounced that all masses yester-1 cess of Apollo 11." morning, listening closely to re- the house occurred when Mark, 
ports from mission_ r:ontrol c~n- 6, came out to get the newspa­
1ter. The only activity outside per. 
---
(AP) - Astronaut Edwin E. day were "offered for the safety ~rs. ~ e i I Armstrong re-
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'.\Ionday, July 21, 1969 
Qi, Earth; 
It's ., Moon 
alling 
By Ao!!OClated Pre5' 
HOUSTON - "Tranquillity Base here. The Eagle has 
iwect." ' --: -
Thus astronaut Neil Armstrong, seated in a landing craft 
n ed Eagle. beside his crewmate, Edwin Aldrin, began the 
fi conversation Qetween Earth and Moon. 
Here are excerpts:- ' •• 
:MISSION CONTROL:' R~ger, Tranquillity. We copy you 
o he ground. You got a bunch of guys about to tum blue. 
e breathing again. Thanks a lot." 
EAGLE (Armstrong): Thank you . . . That may have 
SE1111ed like a very long final phase. The auto targeting was 
taiptg us right into a football field size, uh, football field 
si crater. There's a large number of big boulders and rocks 
f about one or two~crater dianieters aroun,1 it.- And- it­
rt11tired us to plun~ down. iu l,'66.,(nonautomatic flight) and 
fl,iln manually over the' rock field to 'find a reasonably good 
a•. We'll get to the details of what's around here but 1f 
Joa, like a collection of just about· every variety of shape, 
atW1larity, granularity, and ~v.e.ry-variety at.rock you could 
fi The colors, well, it valj~s ,pretty muc_h. depending on 
h you're looking relati'{e to t1Te ._. ' • . · 0
here doesn't appear to be too much ·onf general color 
a II; however, it looks as though some of the rocks and 
bolfders, of which there are quite a few in the near area, jt 
lo as though they're going to have some interesting colors 
to em. 
AGLE (Aldrin): I'd say the color of the local surface 
ry comparable to that we observed from orbit at this 
s angle, about 10 degrees Sun angle, or that nature. It's 
PratY much without color. It's gr_ay, and it's very white_, 
cJwlcy gray as you look into th~ __z.ero .phase line _and it's 
co iderably darker gray, more like ash, ashen gray as you 
lo out 90 degrees to the Sun. 
ome of the surface rocks in close here that have been 
fratured or disturbed- by the rocket engine are coated with 
th' light gray on the outside, but where they've been broken 
th display a dark, very dark gray interior ... 
ICHAEL COLLINS (alone in the mother ship called 
Co bia): Sounds like it looks a Jot better than it did yes­~ ter y at that very low Sun angle. It looked rough as a cob. 
!EAGLE: It was really rough, Mike, over the targeted 
lantling area. It was extremely rough cratered and large 
nmf1bers of rocks that were probably some many larger than 
5 or 10 feet in size But we did. 
EAGLE (Armstrong): You might be interested to know 
that I don't think we notice any difficulty at all in adapting 
to 1-6G (one-sixth of Earth's gravity). It seems immediately 
natural to move in this environment. 
MISSION CONTROL: Ro!!er. Tranquillity, we copy, over. 
EAGLE (Armstrong): There is a relatively level plain 
cratered with a fairly large number of craters of the five to 
50 root variety and some ridges, small, 20, 30 feet high, I 
wolld guess. And literally thousands of little one and two-foot 
er rs around the area. We see some angular blocks-. sev~:· 
er hundred feet in front of us that are probably two feet 
in e and have angular edges. There is a hill in view just 
abo 
f 
t on the ground track ahead of us. Difficult to estimate 
but might,be a half a.-ntile o!'-.a mile. 
AGLE: The guys that said we wouldn't be able to tell 
pr sely where we are are the winners ~\l{e were a 
lit busy worrying about progra"}.,!llar~s like 
th n the part of the descent whe,e. we wo~!)y be 
pie g out our landing spot. And aside from a,,good look at 
se ral of the craters we came over in the fir.al descent, I 
haven't been able to pick out the things on the horizon as a 
reference as yet. 
MISSION CONTROL: Right, Tranquillity, no sweat. We'll 
figure it out. 
-
Jan Armstrong, A Happy Wife 





J,o• Ana-eles Tlmeo/ 
Washington Po,I Ser>ice 
HOUSTON - The scraps of 
earthly civilization which man 
expects to leave on the Moon 
will amount to more than $1 
million . worth of Jitter. _ 
If creatures from another 
planet ever happen upon the 
site, they might conclude that 
the crew of Apollo 11 consisted 
of a camera nut and a rock 
hound. 
A scattering of shovels and 
scoops, cameras, nuts and 
 bolts from the lunar-landing 
craft, and, among o t h e r 
things, a bag of used urine 
containers will be discarded 
as excess baggage before Neil 
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin 
take off from the Moon today. 
Leaving these thing behind, 
will of course, reduce the 
weight of their ship and, thus, 
make their ascent less risy. 
When their lunar module 
(LEM) landed on the Moon, 
it weighed 16,500 pounds. The 
stripped-down version weighs 
only 10,873 pounds.
The largest item to be left
behind is the LEM's descent
stage, the platform with the
four spider legs, which serves 
as the launching pad for take­
off and also bears the placard 
with the phrase: "We came in 
peace for all mandind." 
The two scientific experi­
ments to be left behind - a
reflector for laser beams from
Earth and a small seismo­
graph to measure M o o n 
quakes-will be placed some 
distance away so they won't 
be scorched or covered with 
dust when the ascent rocket .
takes off. The TV camera -
valued at. $253•000 - will ~
..,positioned so Earth people c~ 
watch the LEM take off. Twr:,
still cameras also will be left:
The ~ Moon explorers will
;:;;;~·t:~r btiarre alumi­
lmDl: moll ~ tongs and 
shovel and scoop designed for 
use by a man in bulky space 
suit. These are one-of-a-kind 
items worth about $50,000. A 
long list of bags and contain­
ers, brackets, armrests, rings
and rods will be dumped, too. 
The two astronauts will jet-
tison the 120-pound back packs 
-worth $300,000 each - which 
contained the oxygen tanks 
for their lunar walk. If the 
oxygen system inside the ship 
isn't functioning proper I y, 
they will keep the packs
rdaboa · 
This reduction of weight and 
size is just one phase of the 
much larger striptease routine 
which the Apollo 11 performs 
on its flight through space. 
When the men and the rocket 
left Cape K e n n e d y last 
Wednesday, their combined 
weight was 6,493,035 pounds. 
The capsule that will splash 
down in the Pacific Thursday 
will weigh only 10,965 pounds. 
But, the three men will have 
come home with a little extra 
cargo-100 pounds or so of the 
Moon. 
.
Eyes on TV 
World Cheers 
Moon Landing
LONDON (AP) - Crowds 
screamed joyously in Trafal­
gar Square, people danced in 
Chile, a Russian yelled "Hoo­
ray." A Imo st everyone on 
Earth was somehow touched 
by man'-s. art'ival __oir th€ Moo.n_. 
ed 
Pope Paul VI praised Amer­
ica's three astronauts as "con­
querers of the Moon" minutes 
after the Eagle spacecraft 
down on the lunar 
ti %he Ail iAlin faces 
~nse erenaias space 
anti' Anew des~f, 
Soviet media did: not drama­
tize the landing. Reports of 
the touchdown were buried in 
Soviet television and radio 
newscasts behind other news 
of the day. But individual 
Muscovites cheered and ex-
p r e s s e d congratulations to 
Americans in the Soviet capi-
tal. "Hooray," one yelled. 
"It's a great day," shouted 
another. 
In the war-tom Middle East; 
Arab radio stations inter-'-
rupted their bulletins of a 
major air battle over the Suez 
Canal to acclaim the event 
and praise Edwin Al 
Neil Armstrong fe,r'.:..""'.t;
history." 
TifE STREETS of some of 
the world's largest cities-
Mexico City, Oslo, Belgrade, 
Rome-were nearly deserted 
as millions stayed home glued 
to their television screens. 
One Yugloslav t e en a g er 
said: "They have stolen the 
romance out of the Moon and 
it will never be the same 
again. Now the Moon is real, 
and lovers won't have it for 
themselves alone any more." 
In the middle of a war 
broadcast from Beirut the an-
nouncer said: "Ladies and 
gentlemen. The Moon is now 
within man's grasp." Then 
Feirouz, one of the Middle 
East's t op singers, began 
crooning "Oh Moon 1 am with 
you." 
Poles jammed the lobby of 
the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw 
while a crowd of hundreds 
applauded outside. In Guaya-
quil, E c u a d O r, firetrucks 
blasted their horns to let citi-
zens know of the safe land-
ing. 
AS CHILEANS danced in 
the streets of Santiago, an 
e I e vat o r boy proclaimed: 
"T h a n k God th,e module 
landed straight side up. Many 
people rushed out of Santiago 
restaurants to "look at the
Moon," forgetting it was mid­
a ft e r n o o n and the Moon 
couldn't be seen. 
A French pipe maker in the 
Jura Mountains outside Paris 
began making three pipes­
one each for the three Apollo 
11 crewmen. 
In Geneva, the Swiss were 
restrained and some strolled 
in the streets after a hot 
summer day rather than 
watch television. But in Lon­
don a woman with a baby in 
her arms screamed: "Thank 
God they made it." 
At Jodrell Bank Observa­
tory, where British astronom­
ers have been tracking both 
Apollo and the Soviet un­
manned probe Luna 15, offi­
cials broke into applause. 
Britain's Le ad in g Astro­
nomer, Sir Bernard Lovell 
said: ' 
"The moment of touchdown 
was one of the moments of 
greatest drama in the history 
of man. 
"The success of this part of 
the enterprise opens ~e most
enormous oppo1tunities for 
future e,ploration of the 
universe." 
Lovell, director of Jodrell 
Bank, added: "It remains 
hard to comprehend the su­
perb nature of the American 
technological and engineering 
achievements in this landing. 
Mr~. Stt>phen Armstrong. Proud Mother 
... Anxious mood at Wapakolleta hon•e 
 
- Ho~e Town Almost as Quiet 
A Where Neil Spent Nt 
 
s
(Co11ti11ued from Paye 1) 
didn't realize the variety stor
was closed. 
interesting." 
He · called the landing "very
urden, 15, said they watched 
the landing at the Eagles Club
along with a number of other
people, mostly men. 
"Nobody got real excited,"
Cheryl said. "They talked about
it a lot, but they weren't jumping
for joy or anything like that." 
+ + + 
Not everyone in Wapak was
happy about the landing. 
Ashley Brown one of the few 
Negro residents: said he doesn't









"We've got lots of problems to 
 solve ~own here," he said .."Peo­
 pie will never be able to hve up 
there anyway." 
J a m e s Floyd, 16, said he 
thinks the United States has 
better things to do with the 
money spent to get Armstrong 
and Aldrin to the Moon's sur­
face: "Stop the war, for inst­
ance." 
Daniel Hook, 18, was almost
bitter about the landing. 
"I've got a brother in Viet­
nam," he said. "The sooner they 
get that war over, the sooner he 
will get home. 
"Hell, they'll probably give 
Armstrong a medal and build a 
monument to him, but what did 
they give the first guy that got 
killed in Vietnam?" 
He admitted 'that his were 
definitely minority views here. 
"Not a lot of people from this 
town think the way I do about 
this," he said. "They are all 
rootin' and tootin' for them." 
But they weren't; at least not 
publicly, yesterday afternoon. 
The closest thing to rootin' and 
tootin' was a carload of teenag­
ers :Who honke4 at a traffic light. 
But you couldn't tell whether 
they were excited by the land-
ing, or just exasperated because 
the guy in front of them didn't 






dent Nixon watched television 
in the hour before the astro- Ml 
nauts landed on the Moon yes­
terday and said, "It was one 
of the greatest moments of our 
time." 
The President commented 
that the last 22 seconds were 
the longest he ever lived 
through-they felt like a half 
an hour. 
The White Ho~se press sec­
retary, Ronald L. Zieglar, pro- '"' 
vided the presidential quotes
after Mr. Nixon talked with
officials after the touchdown. .., 
Among them were Secretary
of State William P. Rogers
and s p a c e administrator
Thomas Paine by telephone,
and Apollo 8 astronaut Frank
Borman in person.
Ziegler said the President ..
told Rogers, "The success of 
this operation will have an im•
mediate favorable reaction
·around th·e world and will •
bring _ people of the world ~ 
closer together." 
The President said, "This 
represents another great step
in the whole history of man." 
Ziegler said Mr. Nixon told 
Paine he· is "proud of all who 
were involved for what they • 
had done," and he would be
thinking of all of the men as 
the mission proceeded and
predicted that:
· "The same technical genius
' that got men to the Moon will 
get them safely back to
Earth."
Imprint to Last 
500,000 Years 
Los Anireles Times/ 
ll'asbJnrton Po4ilt .-.enlee
HOUSTON - Man's f o o l 
prints on the Moon will last
for 500,000 years. 
The visible track of his 
boots in the lunar soil will
last until they are erased ·by
micrometeorite impact o v e r
time.
In the language of lunar 
geologists, they will be No. 8 
on the scale of age. and sharp­
ness, like new impact craters. 
Neither Neil Armstrong nor 
Edwin Aldrin could hear his 
own footsteps, however. 
The Moon has no atmos­
phere-no air modecules-to 
transmit sound waves. 
On Earth, geologists believe, 
the astronauts' boots would 
have made a crunching sound 
in what one geologist called 
the "sandy, pumice-like soil" 
on the Moon. 
lee Cream Gets 
Moon Flavor · 
Everybody was getting into 
the Moon landing act yester­
day. 
In Dayton, at Baskin-Rob­
bins ice cream parlors, a new 
feature turned up on the 
menu at 4:30 p.m.: 
"Lunar green cheesecake ice 
cream with Apollo 11 heavenly 
marshmallow ribbon." 
Famous First Words 
~ ...The Eagle Has Landed' Landing Is Seen
At Kitty Hawk 
HOUSTON (AP) - "Tranquility Base here. 
The Eagle has landed." Those were the first 
words from the lunar surface, from command 
pilot Neil Armstrong after the touchdown on 
the Moon. 
Other famous first words th·rough hi~tory: 
Charles Lindbergh, on arriving in ·Paris May 
21, 1927, after the first solo flight across 'the 
Atlantic:
"I'm Charles Lindbergh." 
Sir Henry Morton Stanley, on meeting Dr. 
David Livingstone in Ujiji, central Africa, Nov.
10, 187] : 
"Doctor Livingst011e, r presume?" 
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, arriving in Aus­
tralia March 24, 1942, from Corregidor and the 
Philippines: 
"I shall return." 
Samuel F. B. Mor.;e, in transmitting the first 
long distance message over the first telegraph 
line from Washington to Baltimore, May 24,
1844: 
"What hath God wrought?" 
Adm. Richard E. Byrd, as navigator with
Floyd Bennett in first airplane flight over North
Pole, May 9, 1926:
"The dream of a lifetime has at last been
realized."
Byrd, retu111ing from first flight over South 
Pole Nov. Z(), 1929, in his journal: 
"Well, it's done. ·We have seen the Pole and 
the American flag has been advanced to the 
South Pole." 
Alexander Graham Bell, on March 10, 1876,
in the first intelligible words transmitted by
telephone, to his assistant: 
"Mr. Watson, come here, I want you." 
Brigham Young, on reaching the Great Salt 
Lake in Utah July 24, 1847, with vanguard of 
Mormc · p_ioneers seeking a new home for tMir 
church: 
"This is the place." 
• • 1 Atr'tist's sketch shows Sect ofi Trcuu1wllii11 landing site ..... KILL DEVIL HILLS, N. C . 
(AP)-When the Apollo 11 as­
tronauts landed on the Moon,
they were linked by televisic,n
to the ,spot where powered
flight began 65 years ago.
- Supt. K. A. Wing, in charge
of National Park Service in­
stallations on the Dare ·County ' 
-coast, announcep that television
sets were installed adjacent to 
the stone marker located at the 
Kittv Hawk site where Orville 
and· Wilbur Wright flew their 
first powered airplane on Dec.
17, 1903. 
Wing said the memorial also 
remained open to the public 
last night during the Moon 
landing phase of the mission.
The special service was in- -
stalled at the request of fliibt 
enthusiasts, he said. 
~e· Way to Co~e Home 
series of maneuvers, aiming 
toward rendezvous and dock­
ing with command ship- where 
Collins waits. 
5:30 p.m. - Command ship 
and lunar lander tlock. Artn-, 
strong and Aldrin vacuum­
clean their equipment and 
spacesuits in preparation for 
entering mothership. 
9:23 p.m. - Ascent stage 
of. . Moon lander jettisoned 
from command s h i p and 
abando¥ in Moon orbit. 
~ Tomorrow 
12:55 a.m. - Command 
module's big rocket engineHouiroN {UPI) - This is 
the timetable Apollo 11 will 
folljv ' today and tomorrow 
as ew starts for home. 
All 
j!ef
i s are Eastern Day­
ligJa 
Today 
lMJlp.m. - Astronauts fire 
asciit\ngine of lunar lander, 
a dftti&l step if they are to 
ret' - to com m an d ship 
circ vemettd. 
2: 00 - Ascent half of land­
ing era,. inserts into inter­
mediate Moon orbit. 
2:51 p.m. - Lander begins 
re-iinites, hurling ship out of 
Moon orpit and starting 1t 
back to Earth. This firing 
also is critical if the astro­
nauts are to return to Earth. 
1: 35 a.m. - Astronauts be­
gin IO-hour sleep period. 
11:35 a.m. - Astronauts 
awaken. 
2:57 p.m. - First midcourse 
correction o p p o r t u nity of 
Moon-to-Earth phase. 
8:02 p.m. :_.Television from 
space, in co.(,r, of Moon and 
Earth. 
I, 
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S111all Step ••• A Giant Leap for Manliind 
(Co11,t.puied from Page 1) 
I and· i:r!g site, Armstrong sai
thete e "extremely roug
cratera •nd a large number o
rocks. Many of them were large
than .0 fett." 
He said he wasn't exactly sur
of his location on the Moo
either. "Well," he said, "th
guys who said we wouldn't b
able to tell exactly where we ar
the winners today." 
THE WORLD thrilled to th
mcStnent. Lon don 's Trafalga
Square rang with cheers an
screams of delight. "Thank Go
t lie y 'v e made it," said on
woman. 
At New York City's Kenned
Aitport, 2,500 clustered aroun
television screens at the Interna
tional Arrivals Building. And a
Yankee St ad i um, 35,000 fan
watching the Yankees and Sena
tors saw the news on the score
board: "They're on the Moon.
E rything stopped as the stad
ium filled with cheers. Then the
fell s i I e n t for a moment o
pr1yer, then sang "America th
Be1&utiful." 
Outside her flag-draped bric
Colonial home in Wapakoneta
Ohio, where Armstrong was bor
and learned to fly, his mother
Mrs. Stephen Armstrong said, "
hope it will be for the good of al
mankind." 
President Nixon, who watche
the news of the landing from hi
working office in the Excutiv
Office Building, sent his persona
congratulations. 
IMMEDIATELY after Eagl
touched down, mission control
d r O pp e d the radio call sign
Eagle and referred to the Ameri-
cans on the Moon as Tranquility
Base. 
The first hour was full of
descriptions of sights no one had
ever seen before. 
"From the surface," Aldrin
reported, "we co~ld not see an
stars out of the wmdow. But out
~f the overhead ha~ch, I'm look-
mg at the Earth, big, round andbeautiful." 
Just after I and in "B! . missioncontrol called up, advised
there are lots of smiling faces
here and all around the world." 
"There are two up here also,"
Armstrong beamed back. 
"Don't forget the third one up
here added Collins from the
orbiting mother ship. 
Then he added his compli-
ments. "Tranquility Base, you
guys did a fantastic job," he
said. 
"Just keep that orbiting base
up there for us " said Armstrong
on the Moon. ' · 
.iwe are in a relatively smooth
--.,_plait\ with many craters five to
50 et in size," Armstrong said.
"We see some ridges. And there
are literally thousands of little
one and two-foot craters. We see
some angular blocks some feet
in front of us, about two-to-three
feet in size. 
"There's a hill in view on the
ground track ahead of us. It's
difficult to estimate, but it might
be one-ha If mile or a mile
away." Normally, the lunar hori­
zon could be as much as two
miles away. 
ARMSTRONG then described
what he said were rocks frac-
tured by the exhaust of Eagle's
rocket plume. 
I "Some of the surface rocks in
/close look like they might have a
 coating on them," he said.
f "Where they're broken, they dis­
r)play a very dark interior. It




 Both men seemed to actuall
 enjoy being in the Moon's grav
 ity, which is one-sixth that o
 Earth's. 
"It's like being in an air-
 P 1an e," Armstrong said. "I
r seems immedi~tely _natur~l to
 move around m this env1ron-
 ment." 
 Whtn he heard his f e 11 ow
crewmen on the Moon describing
 the scene around them, Collins
 interrupted to say, "Sounds like
- it looks better than it did yester­
 day. It looked rough as a cob
 then." 
"The targeted area was very
rough," Armstrong told him. 
 "There were many large boul­
ders and craters there." 
 "When in doubt," Collins said, 
 "land long." 
 "So we did," Armstrong re-
plied. 
 When they beban to descend to
 the Moon, Armstrong's heart
 was beating at 110 throbs a 
 minute. When they touched on
 the Moon's s u r f a c e it had
 boosted to 156. Less than 45 
minutes later it had calmed to 
 90, about 20 beats a minute 
 abovenormal. 
 The voices of Armstrong and 
 Aldrin were ~!ways tig~tly under
control despite the excitement of 
the moment. 
 EVEN DURING the powered 
 descent, they read off their alti-
tude figures with the dispatch of 
 a broker reading stock market 
quotations. The desc~nt rocket 
 burned f?r some 12 m1~ut~s, the 
 controls m Armstrong s r 1 yht
hand, as Eagle followed/he on~ 
 arc over the_ lunar sur _ace;~-
 came down hke a hovering e 1-
 copter. af d' th I b JuSt . ter an mgh,. erthe was a 1 1  usy s I e n c e w I e e men quickly set up the spacecraft for 
 an emergency takeoff if neces-
 sary. 
 / At a news conference at the 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Dr. 
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Ispace agency, said: 
 "We have clear_ly entered a 
 new era. The voices we hear
1coming back from .these br~~e
men ar? har~ to bel~e~e. But 1t s 
 true. It s raised .~pmts of men
 around the world. 
1 When the astronauts b e g a n 
 their dangerous desc~nt at 3:09
 p.m., Eagle was commg around
the backside of the Moon for the
14th ti~e. "Ev~ryt~ing i~, go~g
 along Just sw1mmmgly, said 










































































Collins in the command ship. 
HIS S~AC_ECRAFT acted as a 
commumcat1ons re 1a Y w~e~ 
there wa~ some temporary dif~1-
culty talking to the astronauts m
E~ff~re that they separated
fro~ Columbi~ and they were
on their own ' 
"The Eagle has wings ,, re-
ported Armstrong ' 
After 1a n d i n ·g and checking
. emergency liftoff proce~ur~s, 
they were assured by m1ss10n 
control that Eagle was healthy 
and able to spend at least two v
more hours on the lunar surface.I
. t
Arstrong and Aldrm conducted r
a simulated countdown to emer- la
 gency liftoff, as planned, until 
 they receifed the goa-head to / t
 their helmets and gloves and l
started eating man's first meal p
on the moo~. E a g 1e 's larder! 
style and dmner-style food. The s
 spacement didn't say which they d
selected I 
· . . 
1 Meanwhile Eagle was bemg o
shadowed by the unmanned So-1 
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on the Moon. After tbe docking maneuver (illustrated
here) is completed and the astronauts have trans­
ferred back to the command module, the a~cent stage
will he jettisoned. 
Mter Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin return lo the 
landing module today and rest for several hours, they 
will fire the Eagle's ascent engine for rendezvous with 
Columbia, the mother ship. The descent stage remains 
. . . 
1et craft Luna 15. Sc1ent1sts at
Britain's Jodrell Bank Observa-
ory, tracking the Soviet ship,
eported it had changed its orbit
s Apollo 11 set for its landing. 
It could only mean, they said,
hat Luna 15 was preparing to
and, or intending to watch and
hotograph the Apollo 11 land-
The Soviet news agency Tass
aid the robot sate 11 it e had
ropped to within 10 m1Ies of th
I · f · Mo?n at the ow pomt o its
rbit. . . 
Armstrong and Aldrm m Eagle
e
. 
 cast off from the command ship, 
Columbia at 1:47 p.m. They were 
 behind the Moon, out of radio 
 c o n t a c t. When they emerged 
f~om their 13t~ pass, they con-
 firmed separation. 
 TWENTY-FIVE minutes later, 
 Collins fired his big spacecraft 
engine, and shot two miles ahead 
 of Eagle. 
 "See you later " he sail later 
,being about 30 ho~rs away' 
" , · · ·  _ You re g?mg nght down U.S. 
mg Columbia dash ahe_ad on 
 course over one of the nlles of 
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the Moon, a river-like depressionIreached this incredible time and 
so straight the a s t o n a u t s ni- place. 
cknmaed it after a major high- They blasted off from Cape 
way serving Cape Kennedy, Fla. Kennedy at 9:32 a.m. Wednes-
Meanwhile, Collins would keep day, July 16, 1969. A perfect 
his lonely vigil in Columbia, launch just a split-second late. 
patrolling the Moon in an orbit The events that followed were 
between 62 and 75 miles above, just as perfect. The problems 
stanling by to take them home. that corpped up were small and 
Buzz Aldrin, the pilot of the easily surmountable. 
spidery lunar Iandeer was the Thursday and Friday whipped 
first into it, linked nose to noseIby, the flight plan less busy than 
with the mothership. on previous shots, to keep the 
He entered at 9:20 a.m. EDT astronauts fresh for the stren­
through the tunnel connecting/ uous and laring moments to 
the two ships. About an hour come. Then at 1:22 p.m. Satur-
1a t e r, spacecraft commander day, July 19, they fired their big 
Armstrong slipped through toIspacecraft engine in the lirec­
join him. Beginning then Arm- tion of their flight, slowing their 
strong and Aldrin carried the speed and f a 11 i n g into orbit 
radio call sign Eagle. CollinsIaround the Moon. 
became Columbia. Today after the scheduled 22 
At 12:32 p.m., they pushed a hours on the Moon, the Apollo 11 
button that extended the landing astronauts are to blast off from 
legs of the lunar landing craft, Ithe lunar surface to rejoin Col­
the legs that took the impact of !ins in the mother ship. Tomor­
the landing, a four-foot free fall row, just after midnight, they 
to the surface with the engine were to fire their spacecraft 
shut down. engine again and head for home 
SO IT WAS that Apollo 11 and a splashdown Thursday. 
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)londay, July 21, 1969 JOURl\AL HERALD 11Moon Riddles Solved from 250,000 Miles Quebec Separatist 
~.!QNTREAL (AP) -A Que-
bee separatist, Andre Dagenais, 
 is prompting a "Council for Na-1 
 
 
go back for seconds · 
(and 'thirds, too) al 
DAVID'S
bullet 
tionl Legitmacy" with its amain)
' 
 holiday set for July 24, anniver- j
say of Gen. Charles De Gaulle's 
cry from a Montreal city hall 1
balcon Y: . "Vive . le . Quebec Jibre · ., 
Dagenais claims it should be a 
day of rejoicing. 
l'A~Kl.ltNA, Ca 1if. (UPI)
The Apollo astronauts went t
th the Moon r_eas?nably sure e
would not smk mto a vast sea o
dust or worse. 
The nightmarish possibility th
Moon e x p 1o re r might plung
through a flaky crust to a horri
ble death has been largely dissi
pated by knowledge gained in
Amer i c a 's unmanned and
largely unsung Moon explr;-a
tion program. 
Many of the Moon's mysterie
and legends are rooted in super
stition, but scientific knowledge
also was clouded by distance
some quarter million miles be
tween Earth and its natural sat
ellite. 
This has been changed by
scientists and engineers at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the
California Institute of Technol-
ogy during a span of less than
four years. From the summer of
1964 to the winter of 1968 they
sent 17 spacecraft flying to the
Moon. 
THESE VEHICLES took and
transmitted to Earth 106,000 pho-
--- -
- tographs of the lunar surface, 
o some from as close as 28 miles. 
y Seven of the spacecraft crash-
f 
landed on the Moon, five orbited 
e in, and five soft-landed. f
e The soft-landers in the Sur-I
- . 
- veyor s e r I e s gazed upon !he 
 Moon's surface with a swivelmg 
 television camera; sifted its top 
. soil with a mechanical shovel; 
and tested its chemical content 
s . . . . 
- ~1th a d~v1ce employmg rad1oac-
 t1ve particles. . . 
- The five Surveyors, we1ghmg 
- as much as one ton, were sup· 
- ported by the lunar surface. 
They proved a manned la11ding 
 was feasible and a takeoff f:om 
 the airless surface was possible. 
 Because of the unmanned pro­
gram's findings the Apollo 11 
 astronauts were prepared with 
 knowledge of the Moon's topog-
 raphy-its vast flat maria or 
 seas, its deep craters with pre-
cipitous walls, its fractures as 
 wide as 300 miles. 
FROM THE unmanned explo- / 
rations, scientists surmised the 
Moon soil in the maria areas of 
the north is at least similar to 
that of Earth. The surface, per• 
haps to a depth of 12 inches, 
appears to be relatively uniform 
of fine grain gritty material 
with a bearing strength of three 
to eight pounds per square inch 
allowing a penetration of only 
one to four inches for a one-ton
vehicle. 
Rocks, possibly of volcanic ori­
gin, are scattered over the sur­
face. The Moon appears to have
on the surface a chemical com-
position of a basaltic type simi-
Jar to Earth's with the most
common elements oxygen sili-
. ' . 
con, alummum and magnesium.
lr?n ~l~o was s u _g g e s ~ e d by
 scientific measurmg equipment. 
America's M o on exploration
program goes back to 1958 with
a series of Pioneer probes to
measure magnetic fields, tern-
peratures and cosmic dust j)ar-
 ticles in sp~ce between Earth
and Moon. 
IN 196d MORE sophistiwted 
 spacecraft capable of attitude-
stabilization and trajectory cor-
rection beginning with the Rang• 
ers were launched. Five of seven 
Range rs aimed at the Moon 
v,ere on target, taking pictures 
up to the very moment ot impact 
when they crash-landed as 
lanned 
• 
Then five lunar orbiter space-
craft accomplished their mis-
sions of circling the Moon, send-
ng b~ck 2,000 photographs and 
chartmg almost every square 
ile including most of the hid-
en lunar backside. 
Another milestone came in
966, when Surveyor I made the
first soft landing. 
Four more Surv~yors made
uccessful soft-landmgs on th_e 
oon and there :,vere_ two acc1-
ental crash-landmgs m the ser-
es before the unm~nned pro-
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DOWNTOWN/KETTERi/VG/SALEM 
Get a More Perfect Fit 




2. SMALL $3. MEDIUM 
4,. MED. LGE. 
5. TALL 
6. STATELY 
Enjoy perfect fit and comfort, budget price, 
6 shades: rhapsody, sunspice, coffee, bean, 
jet, white and wheat plus six sizes! Ri~e's 
own first quality mesh stretch. Just everything 
you'll need. 
COME IN, WRITE IN OR PHONE 224-8211 
Rike', BcN!ment Budgrt Stora e Rike', KETTERlt\'G 
• Uike'• .S -U,EU_. • Ho3if'ry 






ALL IN SIZES 
S,M,L AND XL 
50 
So-o-o comfortable! 
They're knitted of soft 
puckered rayon/ rub­
ber/cotton with nylon 
front panel to give the 
light control you need 
and the comfort you 
demand! Fashioned 
for you . . . for the 
perfect fit! It stops 
your worries a b o u t 
riding or hiking . . . 
because these girdles 
won't They wash and 
dry like a hanky! 
THESE SPECIAL 
STYLES TOO! 
Lo n g • Ie g p a n t y, 
S, M, L, XL ..... .3.50 
Girdle ond panty 34 
to 44 .... ...... . 3.50 
Lo n g • I e g pa n t y, 
34-44 ........... . $4 
Rik,', Baumant Budi:tt 3tor• 
• Rike', KETTERl\'G 
• Rika', S,11, E.U 
Breu and Cirdles 
USE COUPON TO ORDER ANYTHING ON 
THIS PAGE, OR JUST CALL 224-8211 
Rtic.•, CORNELIA® Shoppln9 Service, Doyton Ohio 45401 
721 




Nome ........• , . . .........• •·· •·· •··· ···•·•· · ·· ··· ·• 
Address .........•........•........•.•••••.. , .. • •,., •. 
City •••.. .•...•...• ...•. , ..•...stote •••••.Zip •.•• , • 
O,CHAAGE O R.1.A. 0 CHECK or M.O. 
... 
S P EC I A L L Y PURCHASED! SPECIALLY PRICED! 
~4 Pant Event 
Stretch Lace Briefs 





SIZES 8-10 ARE 6 FOR $4.50 
USE COUPON 
AT LEFT TOAcetate brief with olefin crotch­
washes white every time! Satin tab at ORDER 111 OR 
waist. JUST DIAL 
224-8211Riks', Ba,ement Budget ~tor• • Rike'• 






• SMALL (SIZES 10-12} 
• MEDIUM '14-16J 
• LARGE ( 18-201 
A. DAISY PRINT 
Dai~y print shift with tie 
neck in full or cut swing styl• 
ing. Side pocket. Sizes S, M, L. 
Pink, blue, maize and green. 
8. TATTERSALL 
Zip front shift in tattersall or 
solids. Patch pockets. Sizes S, 
M, L. Tauersalls in: green/ 
navy, rellow/navy. Solids 
blue or gold. 





H.lk•"•Rik•'• Bo.u~ment Bud.et Stor• • 
KtTTERl.\"G • Rib's S.4C.E~C • C.in•••i• 
fuvahle • 
Acetate Briefs with 
Stain-Resist Crotch 
SIZES 
05,6,7 6 F R 
SIZES 8-10 ARE 6 FOR 4.50 
Stretch lace brief with olefin crotch. 
White, black, blue, pink, maize, mint 
and sand. 
Rike", Ba.,f'm•nt Budget Store • Rilt••• 
KLJ'T~;zu.,c • Rike'a SALC,ll • Linscria 
• • 
,,.. 
It's· Time Out for Moonwatching 
The pool players at the Coach 
Pub at 106 W. Fifth St. didn't 
stop playing, but about 30 i::us• 
tomers were watching televi­
sion. 
Mrs. Chris Watson, a bar­
maid, said the television was 
turned on for the 4:17 touch­
down and again starting at 7: 30 
in anticipation of the walk.
"Everybody w a n t s to see
them," she said. 
A broken television at the 
Rocket Bar, 238 S. Ludlow St., 
may have accounted for the 
sparse crowd there. 
❖ + + 
Mrs. T r u d y Lambert, a 
switchboard operator at the 
Sheration-Dayton Hotel, said 
that for about a IS-minute pe­
riod at touchdown "not a call 
c a m e through-then it (the 
switchboard) lit up, everybody 
was telling everybody." 
Dorothy Robinson, the desk 
clerk at the Sheraton, said there 
was only one p e r s o n in the 
lobby at 10: 15 p.m. She said a 
radio was the best the hotel 
could offer patrons in the lobby. 
Shirley Kleismit, desk clerk 
at the Mall Motor Inn, said,
"Everybody is rushing to their
room and they'r excited." 
She said a lot ot people had
come in to ask if there was a
television in the lobby - there
was'nt. 
Karen Reed, a desk clerk at 
the Statler-Hilton Inn, said there 
was a television set at the desk 
but that most patrons were 
watching in their rooms. 
"Everyone who walked in the 




~ .ta . -'-. 
Business was brisk at the 
Frisch's downtown, one of the 
two or three restaurants open in 
the downtown area on Sunday. 
Perry Irwin, manager, said, 
"We've been very busy tonight 
and there's been quite a bit of 
comment all over the restau• 
rant." 
He s8.!d they had a television 
• 
I found an Army discharge in German­
town. It was in front of a door leading to 
some apartments. The discharge was 
given out in 1945 to a Powell county, 
Kentucky, man. Maybe you can get it 
back to him.-J.T.S. 
Ex-GI's a Middletown resident now. His 
"honorable discharge" was part of the 
loot thieves took from his home July 3 
when his wife went to pick him up at 
work. Blll'glars also got $971 worth of 
jewelry, none of which has yet been re­
covered. Discharge you found could be a 
turning point in the case. 
k
eAction Line 
pI want a baby raccoon as a pet, but ha,·e 
no idea how to go about getting one of 
the animals.-R.P. 
During hunting season (Nov. I-Feb. 1) 
you can trap one. Now, you'll have to deal 
with a commercial game p110pagato1:, pay 
from $5 to $15. We're sending you names, 
addresses of six people in Montgomery 
county who sell 'coons. After you get your 
pet, visit the county's game protector. 
He'll examine the animal, give you a one­
year permit. You'll have to be careful­
'coons are mean at mating time (the fall). 
They're also finicky eaters. In one case, a 
raccoon became hooked on cookies, 
wouldn't eat anything else, finally died 










A West Dayton druggist fatally 
wounded a 20-year-old gunman 
early yesterday outside his store 
after the young man shot him 
during an attempted robbery,
police reported. 
Wi I I i a m Alton Gaston, 55-
year-0ld owner of the Gaston 
Drugstore, 2759 Home Ave., told
officers he was accosted by the 
would-be robber as he locked the 
front door of his store about 
12:15 a.m. 
Detectives said the gunman,
identified as Henry Lee Murry 
Jr., 1129 Cicillion Dr., Westwood, 
was hiding in a phone booth near 
the store waiting for Gaston to 
close.
P O L I C E ADDED these de­
tails~ 
When Gaston walked out the
front door, Murry left the booth, 
ran to the druggist and pulled a 
gun. Murry ordered Gaston back 
to the door, but as G a s t o n 
neared the door, Murry fired a 
shot. 
Gaston, in turn, pulled his 
pistol and fired one shot at 
Murry. 
GASTON was struck in the left 
arm and side by the same bullet. 
He was not hospitalized. 
Murry was struck in the left 
side of the head. He died about 
seven hours later in the St. 
Elizabeth Medical Center. 
Action l.ine 
,~ ., l ' • 
Can you find out about a house on 
Steiner avenue. It has been vacant for a 
year and a half. The windows and doors 
are all broken. Children go in there to 
play and it's just not Safe for them.­
H.B.W. 
City building inspectors have been try­
ing to get that·place fixed up since Feb-
1·uary. Owner was told he had to close up 
the house to vandals, start making re­
pairs. Indications are he tried to float a 
loan for the work, was turned down and 
hasn't clone anything since. La.st week, in­
spectors sent out another notice to the 
owner. This tilffl? if there's no action on 
his part by mid-August, the city will ca11 
in ti bulld9-z 
Action Line 
i;taa Photo by Al \Vllsoft
From lefl are orman. "<"ilzel, mainlenance i,upervi!>or, ancl workers Michael Sweene}, J. B. Wil on, Kenneth Arnold, ;\lichael Jordan and Mel Fambro. 
About four months ago, I sent an in• 
surance policy to the Louisville headquar­
ters of my insurance company. They were 
supposed to send me the policy's cash 
value, but I haven't heard a word from 
them.-1\Irs. T.B. 
Ver-r-ry interesting. The Louisville of­
fice told us they didn't know where your 
policy was, said their files showed you'd 
let it lapse June 30. The local office was 
also in the dark about your policy-until 
our umpteenth phone call when it turned 
out one of the agents had received it from 
Louisville, was "holding it for you." 
Lapsed? Hardly, since the agent had re­
cently collected a ~mium payment from 
you-in person. Qu~iQns: Why didn't 
the agent mention the policy to you? Why 
didn't you mention it to him? Why didn't 
we stay in bed? (You'll have yot r money 
soon now.) 
Hair Grows Long, but Grass Is Short 
By William W. Barringer 
Journal Herald Stoff Writer
They've got guys cutting city grass in Dayton 
this summer who look like one-man touring com­
panies from "Hair." Some of these kids are so 
woolly they can disappear just by walking in 
front of a hedge.
People phone the city park department to tell
them some incredibly ugly lady has stolen one of
their tractors and she's careening down the me• 
dian strip on Patterson Boulevard. 
"That was no lady," answers Norm Neitzel, a
department supervisor, "that was Mike Sweeney.
You probably didn't see the beard." 
MIKE'S GOT mor.e gorse growing wild on his 
chin than you're going to find on a self-respecting 
vacant lot. 
He's the only guy m town who can make a rid• 
ing mower look sinister . . . passing motorists 
usually tell their passengers to hit the floor. 
They figure it wasn't Che Guevara who got it in 
Bolivia, after all, because there he is on Miami 
Boulevard. 
Mike doesn't even try to buy airline tickets. 
They just look at him and ask him to wait a min­
ute while they make a phone call in the back 
room.
All of this doesn't bother Neitzel, who's been a 
city maintenance supervisor for a b o u t eight 
years. Mike did such a good job for him last 
summer, Norm invited him back and told him 
to bring his friends. 
SO THIS SUMMER the city's got Mike and Ken 
Ar!iold and Michael Jordan and half a dozen
others who remind you of somebody you once
saw in a row of shrunken heads. They're all 
bona-fide Dayton workers, but when they show 
up on payday, they need a parade permit to line 
up at the window. 
Lump them all together in one place and it 
looks like Instant Insurrection. When some of 
these guys talk about grass, you can never be
sure· exactly what they mean. "We call that
'greenery,' " says Mike, pointing to the ground,
"just to keep things straight." 
Neitzel's proud of his men, who must keep the
greenery trimmed in a zone of parks and city
property that extends from Patterson Boulevard
to the west city limits. 
As long as that gets done, Neitzel says, no­
body complains about the untrimmed facial foli­
age.
That includes Neitzel's wife, who likes his new
beard. She did ask him, though, to shave off the
mustache part.
~ 
Soap Box Derby 
Won by Boy, 12 
John Ledford of Hub er 
Heights won the annual Dayton 
Soap Box D e r b y at Wright 
Field Saturday. 
Ledford, the 12-year-old son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Ledford of 
7189 Mandrake Drive, won the 
right to compete in the national 
derby later this year at Akron. 
Action Line 
I am buying some land and want to use
it for tree farming. Is the1·e any federal
or state aid available?-Mi-. S. 
Contact Ohio's farm forester for this 
area: David Mooter, P.O. Box 72, Leb­
anon, 0. He'll tell you about the 27 varie­
ties of tree seedlings available from the 
state at $14 per 1,000 (minimum order is 
500). Division of Forestry sells over 
12,000,000 such trees a year-about 50 
percent to mining firms. Mooter also will 
help you apply for reimbursement of 
some of your "farming" costs under a 
U.S. Department of Agrieulture conserva­
tion prog-ram. Hope you've _got a lot of 
patience-your walnut and pme trees, for 
instance, won't be ready to harvest for 50 
to 60 years. 
 
 New Programs Outlined 
~Team for Change' Gets Roosevelt Swinging 
By William Worth 
Joumal Herald Stall Writer 
Things are starting to seing at
Roosevelt High School. 
The al 1-b l a c West Third 
Street school, sharply criticized
by the ederal government for
not providing equal education for
its students, is starting to take
concrete steps to overcome the
inequities. 
Its "Team for C h a n e," a 
faculty-student-administrator 
committee, has these plans for 
fall: 
- "Early•bild" classes start­
ing at 7:15 a.m., • up primarily
for seniors who need only a 
credit or two for a diploma, but
who hal/e dropped out to hold
jobs. Claases will end in time for 
the studenb to get to work. 
- A strong student senate 
charged with foXto.ing some stu­
dent rules, such ai.,dress code, 
and handling of mintr discipli­
nary problems. 
-An upgrade d, \mproved 
freshman orientation si that new 
students will not feel lost when 
they enter Roosevelt inth fall. 
- A "Rally for Roo~velt" day 
when three-member ~ams com­
posed of a parent, a tudent and 
a teacher will visit •very home 
in the attnedance d i t r i c t to 
boost the school adn solicit sup­
port ofr the Parent-Teacher As­
sociation and the athletic teams. 
- A special assembly to be
held early in the school year to 
which Mrs. Martin Luther King 
Jr. has been invited. The team
has not yet recievied an accept­
ance from Mrs. King. 
- An attempt to begin afor­
eign exchange student program 
and a travel program for Roos­
evlet students. 
- An attempt to begin a Roos­
evlet boosters club among grad­
uates o the high school 
- A fledgling exchange pro­
gram in social studies, under 
which Roosevelt students would 
from other hight school systems 
for two to six weeks. Students 
who swap schoold would "live 
in" with the parents of the stu­
dents with whom they exchange. 
- Beginning efforts by the 
team to induce industry to coop­
erate in work-study or vocational 
programs. 
- And, in asignificant reorg­
anization move, t e a c h e r s al­
ready have elected department 
chairmen who will each only 
three periods a day. The chair· 
men devote the rest of the day to 
administration of the d e p a r t· 
ment. 
Mrs. Grayce Toles, counselor
and member of the Team for
Change, is excited by the pros­
pects of some isible changes at 
Roosevelt this fall. And she's 
happy that teachers played a 
part in planning them. 
''WE HAVE BEEN involving 
the entire faculty in a series f
workshops this usmmer," Mrs. 
Toles said in an interview. 
"We knew, even before the 
ca~ion and Welfare made its 
criticism, that c h n g e s were 
needed here. 
"After the report came out, we
asked or money to conduct this 
summer program and have been 
h a v i n g excellent cooperation 
from the teachers." 
THE WORKSHOPS gavet each• 
ers a chance to let off steam 
about Roosevelt and,more im­
portantly, to present their ideas 
about needed changes. 
The first change was reflected 
when teachers elected depart• 
ment chairmen. 
· Many of hte programs already 
implemented and some of those
planned came from teachers,
Mrs. Toles said. 
"What I want to see when
school starts is that students 
come back excited because they 
cepted responsibility for heading 
committees which have worked 
on changes for Roosevelt, she
said. 
overhaul the student senate; an­
other will get the foreign ex­
cepted responsibility for heading 
committees which have worked 
on changes for Roosevelt, she
other will get the foreign ex•
change student program off the 
ground; another will devise an 
incentive travel program for stu­
dents; a fourth will follow
through on the boosters club;
another will begin a program for 
p a r e n t involvement with the
school. 
A committee for gu~st speak­
ers already has scheduled Mar­
cus Foster, principal of Simon
Gratz High School in Philadel• 
phia.
Gratz at one time was in worse 
shape than Roosevelt, but under 
Foster's d i r e c ti o n has com­
plete I y turned around.TMrs. 
Toles said Foster will spend a 
fall advising teachers and ad­
ministrators on n e e d e d pro­
grams.
ANOTHER scheduled speaker 
is Paul McStallworth, W r i g h t
State University history profes­
sor, who will speak to the stafff 
and students about attitudes o 
teachers toward balack students. 
"We also are. trying to get
guest speakers-such as James
Brown (soul singer), Leophus
Hayden (Roosevelt grad now on 
a football scholarship at Ohio 
State University), and John Hen­
d e r s o n (Roosevelt grad now 
playing professional football),''
Mrs. Toes said. 
"AFTER WE Ch a ng e the
image of Roosevelt," Mrs. Toles 
said, "we hope to work next year 
on adrastic curriculum revision. 
"We really don't know yet the 
direction that will take, but we
have to find out what we need in 
the way of innovative changes. 
"One of the keys," Mrs. Toles 
said, "is the performance of the
department heads. If they do the 
job we think they can, we are
going to solve a lot of our 
problems this year. 
"We need strong people here
at Roosevelt, people who are 











Our trash collector told us that collec­
tors in Montgomery county have agreed 
to pick up nothing but bm-nable trash 
when the new incinerators open this fall. 
What are we supposed to do with our bot­
tles and cans?-L.S., Union 
The crisis is over. Charles Bennett, 
county incinerator director, set trash col­
lectors straight Thursday night after we 
clued hin1 in on your story. He told the 
i\Iiami Valley Waste Collectors Associa­
tion he sees no problem with the incin­
erators accepting "normal household ref­
use"-including bottles, cans. After all, 
burning temperatures will be about 1,800 
degrees. Collectors have said O_K, but 
other heavy items like rocks, dirt, car 
parts etc. are just too much. What's 
both;ring them is that they'll be paying 
for incinerator use by garbage weight. 
That's Right, Reader-­
lt's a Larger Type
 
The words you are reading are printed in The Journal Herald's
new, larger type which is being introduced throughout the paper in 
today's editions. 
The new type is slightly larger and is especially designed for 
easy readability. 
Today's Journal Herald also includes a new agate type -
primarily used to report stock market listings, sports scores and in 
classified advertising. The new agate is a crisp, sans-serif type 
(which means it has no curlicues on the ends of letters as this 
type does). 
For the information of type buffs, this type is 9-point (com• 
pared to the previous 8-point) and is called Imperial. The agate is 
5½-point Futura. 
BY Jerry R. Cole 
Journal Herald Stall Writew 
On J.75 north of Dayton, cars 
were stopping, taking time out 
to watch the Moon walk on tele­
vision at Imperial House North. 
At the Sheraton-Dayton Hotel, 
the switchboard fell silent for 
about 15 minutes yesterday af­
ternoon.
"Not a call came through, 
s a i d Mrs. Trudy Lambert, a 
!lwitchboard operator, "Then it 
lit up everybody was telling
everybody (about the landing on 
the Moon.)" 
The real drama in Dayton -
as in the rest of the world -
began about 11 p.m. (EDT). 
The Imperial House North 
was holding a Moon party and
travelers were invited in by 
signs out on the highway. 
"Our whole lobby is filled. 
We're running a party and
there have been people in the 
lobby all day," said F r a n 
Focke, a desk clerk. 
"There are tons of people 
here, but not a sound. When 
they, the astronauts) landed, 
everybody applauded," she 
said. 
"We have a buffet set up in 
the lobby, but no one is saying 
a th in g - everybody's just 
watching television," J o a n n 
Artz, another clerk, said when 
Neil Armstrong walked out on 
the Moon. 
Spokesmen at two of the five 
emergency rooms at local hos­
pitals said their business was 
Action Line solves. problem11, 'get• 
onnoera,. cu.llJ -red tape, right& ·wrong•. 
!)ial 222-2866 between 4 p.m. and 8 
p,m...~onday through Frillay. Or write 
Action Line, The Journal, Herald, 37 
Soutk Ludlow street, Dayton, 45401. 
A.n1JWera will .be given only ·m thf• 
eolumn, 
slower than usual and all but 
one said they had televisions to
watch. 
A spokesman at Kettering Me­
morail Hospital said, "We 
should have more moonshots. 
Business is so slow, two patients 
were in the room, down from a 
usual 10. 
St. Elizabeth Medical Center 
reported about one-third fewer 
patients than usual. 
Two of the few bars that are 
open in downtown Dayton on 
Sunday showed the tension last
wght. 
Abot!t 40 persons, including 
ool players who had stopped 
and were leaning against th~ 
walls. were watching a Mlor 
television at the Tom-Tom Club. 
217 S. Ludlow St. 
A bartender said, "Heck, 
we've had it on all day. We've 
been crowded and everybody 
ha<; been watching. They even 
wanted me to tum off the 
jukebox so they could hear it 
(but he didn't)."
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in the office. He brought it 
do11- n from home. 
+ •l- + 
Sarah Smith, an employe at 
the Greyhound Bus Station, 
said everybody in the terminal 
would be interested "if they 
could see it but they can't. 
We've had people calling won­
dering if we had a television in 
the terminal and if they could 
watch it." 
+ + + 
Duane Young, a passenger 
service agent for Allegheny Air­
lines at Cox Municipal Airport, 
said there were at least three 
extra television sets in the ter­
minal.
"People are watching tele­
vision. There are quite a few
out here for a Sunday night," 
Young said.
+ -!· +
Law enforcement agencies in 
the region atribuited a sharp
d e c l i n e in complaints and
emergency calls to the public's 
pre-occupation with the Moon­
shot. 
Jailers at the Montgomery
County and Dayton City Jails
reported prisoners were not al­
lowed to watch television, but 
that the jailers were verbally
eeping them informed on the
vent.
Counter sergeants and dis­
atchers at Dayton and Ketter­
ng Police Department, the Ohio 
tate Patrol and Dayton Fire
epartment all reported they
ere watching television while
nswering calls. 
.... 
